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1 - The Beginning

Chapter I
The beginning

A breeze came in through an open window. The gust of wind woke up
Spicer Nam. Her bed laid right next to the window. Spicer Nam is a
chunin ninja from Konoha. She looked at her clock on her dresser across
the room. The clock read 8:32. "Oh no! I'm late!" She sprung out of bed
and quikly got dressed. Spicer Nam was suppose to meet her teamates at
8:30 to obtain a new mission. She brushed her long black hair for 2
seconds and dashed out the door. "Don't worry Spicer Nam," she said to
herself, "I know I'll at least beat Yoshi there, he's always about 10
minutes late to everything." After a few minutes of non-stop running,
she reached her destination. The leader of the group Yuki was waiting
by a large tree near the hokage's building. Spicer Nam stopped infront
of Yuki panting. "Phew...sorry I'm late...but at least it doesn't
matter since Yoshi isn't even here yet." Yuki just glared at her and
stuck his nose up in the air. "Humph,no,unexceptable! No one should
ever be late! Punctuality is something everyone must possess! Next time
you're late,you're doing 1,000 situps." Then Yuki faced the opposite
direction of Spicer Nam with his pointy nose still in the air. She
rolled her eyes and sat down on the grass. "You know what Yuki, you're
such a jerk!" Yuki just ignored her. "Hey guys! Sorry I'm late!" It
was Yoshi. He was a plumly bald guy with a cheerful attitude."I had
to get something to eat on the way here." Yoshi put his hand behind
his head and smiled. Yuki was now facing Yoshi, "No worries, I know
that you're obese and must eat. That's a good reason to be late."
Spicer Nam crossed her arms and angrily looked at Yuki. "Oh and look
Yoshi,I even made you this," Yuki pulled out a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich out of his pocket. "I woke up early to have enough time to
make the perfect sanwich for you. "It has extra jelly and peanut butter,
just the way you like it." Yoshi took the sandwich from Yuki's hand.
"Oh thank you! I lo..I mean...you're an awesome friend!" Yuki and
Yoshi hugged. "Alright guys!" Shouted Spicer Nam. "Lets go get that
mission!" The team was now talking to Tsunade about a new mission.
Tsunade looked through a book of missions needed to be done. "Hmm...
here's a good "B" rank mission for you." Yuki sighed. "Excuse me granny,
but I think I'm capable of an "S" rank mission. Yoshi and I can handle
one together. Yuki looked at Yoshi with happiness. "No! You will take
this "B" rank mission that's very important! There's a ninja that's been
living in the forest just outside of Konoha. He's been injuring and
robbing innocent travelers coming by. He hasn't killed anyone that we
know of,so he obviously isn't too dangerous. I know the three of you



together can take him on. And remember, do not kill the man, he hasn't
killed anyone,therefor his sentence is being put in prison. From what
the travelers say, he's about 5'7'' with short spikey brown hair and is
pretty thin. Now off you go, and good luck!" Then team Yuki set out
on their mission.
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